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This clearly written, easy-to-read book offers a practical introduction to the topics of water supply,

waste management, and pollution control. Because of the wide scope of the subject matter, the

author has included review sections so that readers with little knowledge of biology, chemistry,

geology, or hydraulics can comprehend and use this book, and mathematical topics are introduced

at a relatively basic level.   An overview of environmental technology introduces the book, and

includes a discussion of public health, ecology, geology, and soils. The book then focuses on water

and wastewater topics, including hydraulics and hydrology, water quality and water pollution,

drinking water treatment and distribution, sewage collection, sewage treatment and disposal, and

stormwater water management. Municipal solid waste, hazardous waste, air pollution, and noise

pollution are also discussed.   For individuals working in the fields of environmental quality control

and public health protection, as well as civil engineers, wastewater technicians, and water treatment

professionals.
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Book as described - paperback international version but exactly the same as hardback - everything

is on the same page, review questions are the same, etc. Even color photo section in the back of

the book. Saved $100 or more, glad I bought this one.

This book is an excellent book for Civil Engineering schools. It is a first undergrad course in Civil



Engneering/Technology or in Enviromental courses. It gives the basic knowledge in this subjects for

prepartion for more advanced under undergrad studies of each of the major items in the book. The

book is an overview of these crucial studies, and enables the student to easier undrstand and study

the material in advanced courses.

I use this text in my course "Water Supply and Wastewater Treatment" It includes some chapters

beyond the scope of the course, but there is enough "good stuff" in the first 10-11 chapters to make

it appropriate. I hope this text is updated every few years to include new material. The style is clear

and has numerous graphics and problems to help the student.

Gives clear and thorough explanations of environmental topics.Write-up on water quality is the best

I have seen of several textbooks.Book pages are some kind of clay-coated paper that has a slightly

offensive chemical/process smell to it.

A classic book on the environmental technology. Well worth having within reach on your desk for

those in the field and a great book to have for those wanting to learn about the field.

Very well organized book! Many examples and helps the student to clearly understand the

problems. Useful handbook with all the necessary types and theories for a environmental engineer

I like it alot. I'm glad its in paperbook.My class was cancelled, but I am planning on reading the book

anyway.
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